MEGA to streamline processes through ERP
MEGA embarks on meeting the objectives of providing safe and cost effective transportation system , built with
state of the art technology, in shortest possible time.MEGA has implemented ERP, an effective IT tool which will
serve its needs related to systems, processes and aggressive timelines.MEGA has realized the immense benefits of
an ERP system especially since the costs for integrating stand-alone solutions have continued to increase at a rapid
pace over the past few years.
It is with great pleasure and honor that MEGA announces it’s entry in the Era of Enterprise Systems. The Chairman,
Dr. Manjula Subramaniam, inaugurated GO-LIVE phase of ERP at all the offices of MEGA today. Speaking at the
occasion Chairman stressed on the significance of this achievement to MEGA’s objectives. She also said that it is a
great milestone for MEGA towards achieving its vision and goals. Through the use of IT, MEGA hopes to bring in a
new way of working that is more efficient and transparent.
The Vice-Chairman of MEGA, Shri I P Gautam, commented: "This year saw the start of our challenging and exciting
journey that was characterized with vigor from all stake-holders involved in implementation of the SAP ERP system,
which is again an investment by MEGA for future that will surely pay huge dividends. Successfully going live is a
vindication of all the hard work that has made this achievement for the company possible.”
“Looking at the ambitious plans of MEGA, it became all the more important for us to make the organization ERP
enabled and we are confident that it is right fit for our company’s vision , long term strategy, business control,
transparency and the need to improve efficiency across its end to end business processes”, CEO, Shri Vijay Nehra
added.
The CEO of MEGA concluded that: "SAP ERP system is our step forward in the vision for taking the company ahead
as I am confident we shall overall improve our operations with better efficiency in every aspect of the organization
leading to better productivity. We are confident that by embracing these cutting-edge solutions, we are putting the
company on the fast track to exceeding expectations."
MEGA Chief Executive Officer, thanked the consultants& employees, who worked for the project for making the
implementation possible and doing a wonderful job.
Many Metros across various cities have not yet finalized their Enterprise Solutions and MEGA’s step towards
implementing the SAP ERP would be rewarding in terms of capability enhancement, networking and experience
building.

